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Abstract

This paper investigates whether Japanese banks followed herd behavior in lend-

ing in local financial markets during 1980—1999. By using loan data from Japanese

banks, arranged by geographical area, we find leader-follower relationships between

lending behavior of different types of banks. Specifically, herding is mostly caused

by local banks. Local banks follow major banks in urban cities, while local banks

follow each other in regional cities. In addition, herding is more frequent in regional

cities than in urban cities. On the other hand, massive herding by major banks was

observed in urban cities in the late 1980s–the period of the asset-price bubble in

Japan.
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1 Introduction

It has been argued that herd behavior (yokonarabi in Japanese) is a typical action

of Japanese banks, and their behavior has often been criticized as evidence for the

inefficiency of the Japanese financial market. 1 One of the reasons for such behavior

was the existence of a financial regulation system until the late 1970s that forced

banks to operate uniformly in all business areas. Hence, after a series of financial

deregulation measures initiated in the 1980s, bank herding seemed to disappear

because banks were allowed to make their decisions more independently. 2 In

reality, the collective behavior of Japanese banks that appears similar to herding

has been observed and discussed as a factor in macroeconomic fluctuations, such as

the asset-price bubble in the late 1980s and the financial crisis in the late 1990s. 3

In spite of the economical implications mentioned above, very few papers empir-

ically investigate herding by Japanese banks and discuss its effects on the Japanese

economy. Uchida and Nakagawa [34] is the first study that uses data from outstand-

ing loans of Japanese banks, categorized by borrower industry, and identifies the

expansion of the herding of banks of a major type in lending to individual industries

in the late 1980s, by using the techniques of Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny [26].

In addition, Nakagawa and Uchida [29] follow the techniques of Jain and Gupta [23]

and find leader-follower relationships between different types of Japanese banks in

loans to real estate and finance industries in the early to mid-1980s. They imply

that Japanese banks followed herd behavior when choosing borrower industries.

However, existing studies neither investigate whether Japanese banks herd in

lending in individual local cities, nor clarify the differences in the characteristics of

bank herding in urban cities and regional cities. On the other hand, it is reasonable

to predict that herding takes place between banks that are located in the same

1Herding is commonly defined as the action that an agent behaves similarly as other agents by

observing the behavior of others. Theoretical reasons for herding are introduced in Section 2.
2For overviews of the Japanese financial system in terms of financial deregulation, see Hoshi and

Kashyap [22], Teranishi [33], and Kitagawa and Kurosawa [25]. Note that some of the deregulation

measures started in the late 1970s. Hoshi and Kashyap [21][22, chapter 7] argue that the financing

deregulation with respect to bond markets was implemented with the huge issuance of government

bonds in the late 1970s.
3For example, Ueda [35] discusses the interaction between the asset-price bubble in the late

1980s and the loans that banks simultaneously extended to finance or real estate industries in the

same period. Further, in the early 1990s, most banks adversely contracted those loans. Ogawa

and Kitasaka [31] take the collective contraction of bank loans as the credit crunch that might

have generated the long stagnation of the 1990s.
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geographical area. Banerjee [3] and Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch [5], for

example, define herding as the rational behavior by agents that try to infer unob-

servable information by observing the behavior of other agents. Thus, it is possible

that the existence of bank herding depends upon features of a local financial market,

such as the degree of the informational imperfection of the market and the bank ’

s ability to gather information. 4

The purpose of this paper is to investigate herding by Japanese banks in do-

mestic local financial markets from the 1980s to the 1990s, by using bank loan data

categorized by geographical area. In particular, we examine the difference in char-

acteristics of bank herding in urban cities and in regional cities. Then we identify

the type of banks that tend to follow other banks. Further, we try to detect time

variations in bank herding, by using the technique of Nakagawa and Uchida [29],

and clarify times when bank herding was crucial in local financial markets in Japan.

The results of our analysis show evidence that Japanese banks have been fre-

quently herding in local financial markets. In particular, herding is mostly caused

by banks of local types (regional, second-tier regional, and shinkin banks). Local

banks follow banks of a major type (city banks) in urban cities, while local banks

follow each other in regional cities. In addition, herding is observed more frequently

in regional cities than in urban cities. On the other hand, massive herding by major

banks was observed in urban cities in the late 1980s, the period of the asset-price

bubble in Japan. These results suggest that the inefficiency of bank herding has

been crucial in the Japanese financial market, and the possibility that herding by

major banks might have amplified the asset-price bubble in the late 1980s.

Internationally, many empirical papers focus on bank herding in local financial

markets by using the data that are categorized by geographical area. Jain and

Gupta [23] and Barron and Valev [4] find evidence for herding by US banks in the

1980s by examining their lending behavior to Latin American countries. Chang,

Chaudhuri, and Jayaratne [10] find herding by US banks when opening branches

in new cities, and de Juan [12] detects a similar behavior by Spanish banks. Buch

and Lipponer [7] investigate foreign direct investments of German banks and find

that investments tend to concentrate in OECD countries.

The contributions of our analysis are very fruitful, and are not limited to just

4Kano and Tsutsui [24] find that the bank loan markets in Japan are geographically segmented,

by investigating whether the banks located in adjacent cities set similar interest rates. Their

finding may serve as evidence for herding by neighboring banks in setting their loan interest rates.
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empirically finding leader-follower relationships in the behavior of Japanese banks.

First, we control for collective behavior of banks that looks like herding and iden-

tify only inefficient bank herding that is inconsistent with economic conditions.

The collective actions of agents can be caused not only by the tendency to follow

other agents, but also by the tendency to follow economic factors that affect their

decisions in the same manner; such as profitability of borrowers, monetary policy,

and financial crisis. Bikhchandani and Sharma [6] call the latter type of collective

behavior spurious herding, which is socially efficient in the sense that the behav-

ior is consistent with economic conditions when agents make investment decisions.
5 Previous studies rarely control for spurious herding (e.g., Jain and Gupta [23],

Barron and Valev [4]). Then we identify inefficient bank herding, by controlling for

collective actions of banks that are uniformly caused by macroeconomic factors. 6

Second, we investigate time variations in bank herding by using the technique of

Nakagawa and Uchida [29]. Most studies mainly focus on a specific sample period,

and hence do not clarify whether detected herding is persistent or temporal (e.g.,

Barron and Valev [4]). We confirm the persistence of bank herding by examining

different sample periods.

Our analysis is organized as follows. In the next section, we survey the exist-

ing literature and indicate characteristics of herding that we should focus on in

the empirical analysis. In Section 3, we introduce the characteristics of Japanese

banks in local financial markets and define our methodology to detect bank herd-

ing. Section 4 provides empirical results about herding in urban and regional cities.

Section 5 checks the robustness of previous results by using a different definition of

loan data. Section 6 additionally examines bank herding in adjacent cities. Finally,

we conclude our analysis.

2 Literature

One of theoretical explanations of herd behavior by rational agents is offered by

the informational cascade model of Banerjee [3] and Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and

5For example, Ueda [35] gives two reasons why Japanese banks uniformly expanded loans to

real estate-related industries in the period of the asset-price bubble in the late 1980s: herding by

Japanese banks and the expectation of sustained high land values. Collective behavior caused by

the latter reason is taken as spurious herding.
6Chang, Chaudhuri, and Jayaratne [10] call spurious herding clustering. Their analysis and

that of Buch and Lipponer [7] control clustering in a similar manner.
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Welch [5]. The model is that, given imperfect information of the real values of

assets, if an agent not only has his own private information of those values but also

observes the past record of investment decisions made by his predecessors, he may

ignore his own private information and herd on the past decisions. This is because

the agent can learn unobservable values from the behavior of the predecessors. That

herd behavior can cause an inefficient market equilibrium in the sense of ex ante

welfare, as the equilibrium stops accumulating the information of the real values of

the assets. 7

There can be the same situation with bank loans in a local financial market,

where there is information asymmetry between banks and borrowers. If any eco-

nomic conditions are observable, a bank decides its loans based on those conditions

that affect loan demands by borrowers and the bank ’s profit maximization. In

reality, some information is private or unobservable, so this bank tends to learn

from the lending behavior of other banks to realize its optimal lending decisions.

As a result, bank herding can cause an inefficient outcome in which some banks

happen to follow other banks that have given loans to unprofitable borrowers, offer-

ing similar unprofitable loans, while profitable borrowers cannot raise money and

go bankrupt.

If a bank makes lending decisions based on not only economic conditions, but

also on the lending decisions made by other banks, the loan of the banks is deter-

mined as follows: 8

Lst = αs + βs0Zt + γs0L−st . (1)

Lst is the loan variable of bank s in period t. Zt is the vector of economic variables

(e.g., profitability of borrowers, collateral value of land, household expenditure),

and βs is the coefficient vector. L−st represents the vector of the loan variables of

other banks, and γs is the coefficient vector. If bank s has perfect information about

the economy, Lst is explained merely by Zt. If bank s has only imperfect information

and learns from the lending behavior of other banks −s, Lst is also affected by L−st .
7Other theories of rational herding are based on sanctions on deviants (e.g., Akerlof [1] and

Hirsleifer and Rasmusen [19]), payoff externalities (Diamond and Dybvig [14] and Devenow and

Welch [13]), receipt of correlated private information (Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein [16] and Hir-

shleifer, Subrahmanyam, and Titman [18]), reputation concerns (Scharfstein and Stein [32]), and

similarity of comparative advantage (Falkenstein [15]). For surveys of herd behavior, see Bikhchan-

dani and Sharma [6], Chamley [9], Devenow and Welch [13], Hirshleifer and Teoh [20], and Welch

[36].
8See Chang, Chaudhuri, and Jayaratne [10] and Buch and Lipponer [7] for similar specifications

on bank loan equations.
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Recent studies extend the informational cascade model. 9 For example, Gul and

Lundholm [17] and Chari and Kehoe [11] clarify that the timing of herd behavior

is endogenized by the cost of gathering information. Calvo and Mendoza [8] indi-

cate that the possibility of herding depends upon the quality of information about

investment opportunities, and suggest that herding tends to happen when agents

invest in assets about which the agents have little information. Barron and Valev

[4] show that agents with less wealth tend to avoid information gathering and follow

agents with more wealth who can easily get information. In addition, Nelson [30]

shows that herd behavior is long-lived as long as economic conditions are stable

across time. This is because the past decisions of predecessors that reflect past

economic conditions remain informative to successors to infer current conditions.

According to these theoretical predictions, bank herding seems to be common

in regional loan markets where the quality of information about the borrowers is

relatively low. In addition, herding may be caused by small banks that cannot

afford information-gathering costs. Furthermore, bank herding in Japan may have

been more observed in the stable period in the 1980s than in the fluctuating period

in the 1990s. Thus, we focus on bank loan data that are categorized by bank type

and by geographical area to not only detect the existence of bank herding, but

also to confirm whether our empirical results are consistent with these theoretical

predictions.

3 Loan Data and Methodology

In the following section, we introduce our data and the methodology of our analysis.

Sources of our data are shown in the data appendix.

3.1 Descriptive Statistics of Bank Loans

The types of Japanese banks we focus on in this paper are city banks, regional

banks, second-tier regional banks (hereafter, Reg-2), and shinkin banks. 10

9Chamley [9, chapter 4] surveys the disadvantages of the informational cascade model and

other recent studies.
10Other financial institutions in Japan include long-term credit banks, trust banks, credit co-

operatives, labor banks, agricultural cooperatives, and so on. We exclude them from our analysis

because some of their loan shares are negligible, and because some of the above institutions operate

in a small number of cities so that it is difficult to analyze from our viewpoint.
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Table 1 shows the number of banks of different types and their average outstand-

ing domestic loans. City banks are the biggest banks that have a main branch office

in an urban city and operate nationwide. Their lines of operation include not only

commercial banking but also investment and international banking. They domi-

nate about 40 percent of total domestic loans outstanding of all Japanese financial

institutions. On the other hand, regional, Reg-2, and shinkin banks are local types

of banks that have a main branch office in a local city and operate mainly inside

the city in which they are located. These local banks all have a comparable size

of loans outstanding, and their businesses are closely connected to local economies

and governments.

Figure 1 shows the Lorenz curves of loan allocations by bank type to capture how

different types of banks allocate their loans in local financial markets, in addition

to the curve of the nominal GDP. There are 47 prefectures in Japan: Tokyo is the

largest in terms of nominal GDP, and Tottori is the smallest. Comparing the curves

of loans of each type with that of the GDP, we can figure out to what extent banks

of each type allocate their loans disproportionately to the size of the GDP of each

prefecture. The line for city banks is considerably lower than that of the GDP,

implying that the loans of city banks concentrate on urban prefectures. On the

other hand, the lines of local banks are almost parallel with the line of the GDP,

implying that their loans are allocated proportionately in each prefecture.

Figure 2 shows loan shares of bank types in individual prefectures. Here pre-

fectures are divided into three categories in terms of the size of the nominal GDP

by prefecture. Panel A indicates that city banks dominate urban prefectures. On

the other hand, Panels B and C show that the shares of city banks are negligible as

less than 10 percent in other categories. City banks, then, seem to have a marginal

role in regional financial markets.

By omitting city banks, Figure 3 shows only the loan shares of local banks.

Regional banks have the largest share in each category, but the structure of the

shares of local banks is almost similar across all categories. Each bank of local

types, therefore, seems to have a similar contribution to the local city in which the

bank is located.

In summary, city banks have a large weight in lending in urban financial markets

and have the largest share of all types, while other local types have an equal weight in

lending in individual markets. It is therefore likely that the characteristics of bank

herding may be different between urban and regional cities, possibly depending
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upon the performance of city banks in loan financial markets.

3.2 Methodology

By using loan data of different types of Japanese banks by prefecture, we examine

herd behavior by one type of banks on the other types. According to Eq. (1), we

estimate a dynamic panel fixed-effect model of the loan function of a bank type:

Lsi,t = αsi + βs0Zi,t−1 + γs0L−si,t−1 + δsLsi,t−1 + ²
s
i,t. (2)

Lsi,t is the loan variable of bank type s in prefecture i in period t. Zi,t is the vector

that includes economic variables of prefecture i that may affect the equilibrium

bank loans in that prefecture, and βs is the coefficient vector. L−si,t is the vector of

the loan variables of bank types other than type s, and γs is the coefficient vector.

If γs is significantly different from zero, we obtain evidence that type s herds on

the lending behavior of other types −s. Here we also introduce a predetermined
dependent variable Lsi,t−1 as an additional explanatory variable, which seems to

be determined by past macroeconomic conditions, in order to control for those

conditions as much as possible, and δs is the coefficient parameter. We introduce

lagged variables as explanatory variables to avoid the endogeneity bias problem of

estimation. ²si,t is an error term.

Our sample period is 1977 to 1999. Bank herding in the late 1970s is not our

concern because of the existence of financial regulation measures that might have

forced banks to herd. We include the late 1970s sample period into our analy-

sis to capture time variations in bank herding from the regulation period to the

deregulation period in the 1980s.

As the loan variable Lsi,t, we utilize the ratio of loans by bank type s in prefecture

i in period t to the total loans of the same type in Japan. Thus we examine herding

by type s in their loan portfolio decisions across prefectures. 11

11We do not use the level of loans outstanding. Those data tend to generate spurious relation-

ships between the loan variables of different bank types more than the ratio data do, because the

level data seem to be simultaneously affected by macroeconomic variables. One might argue that

the ratio data have more difficulties in capturing bank-lending behavior. This is because there can

be the case that an increase in loans outstanding of a bank type in a prefecture not only raises

loan ratios of this prefecture, but also reduces the ratios of the type in other prefectures through

an increase in domestic total loans of the type (denominator of the ratio). This is so even though

there are no changes in loans outstanding in the latter prefectures. However, this effect would

be negligible, because the number of prefectures, 47, is large and a change in loans outstanding

8



As the economic variables vector Zi,t, we use seven variables: (1)—(4) the ratio of

the prefectural GDP by industry–primary, secondary, and tertiary industries, and

government services–to the nationwide GDP by industry; (5) the ratio of the land

value by prefecture to the nationwide value; (6) the ratio of total debt of bankrupt

firms by prefecture to the nationwide value, and (7) the ratio of dwelling units of

new housing construction by prefecture to the nationwide value. 12 A reason for

using ratios of economic variables is to control for economic factors that similarly

affect loan allocations across prefectures of different types. 13

To estimate Eq. (2), we follow the two-step GMM estimation developed by

Arellano and Bond [2]. In order to examine time variations in the herding parameter

(γs), we utilize the technique of the sequential causality test introduced by Nakagawa

and Uchida [29]. 14

4 Empirical Results

First, we investigate common characteristics of bank herding behavior by using the

loan ratios of all prefectures. Next, we categorize the data into urban prefectures

and regional prefectures, and clarify differences in bank herding in the two areas.

4.1 Herding in All Prefectures

Figure 4 shows the results by using data from all prefectures. Each panel shows

leader-follower relationships from one bank type (row) to the other type (column).

We find evidence for frequent herding between local banks; in particular, shinkin

banks followed regional and Reg-2 banks, and Reg-2 banks followed shinkin banks.

On the other hand, relationships between city banks and local banks are rarely

in one prefecture would hardly affect the total loans of the type. In reality, we do not find such

evidence in our empirical results, so the ratio data are valid.
12For a robustness check, we did the same tests by using a different set of macroeconomic

variables; for example, total GDP by prefecture, GDP of the finance and insurance industry, GDP

of the real estate industry, land value by prefecture, total debt of bankrupt firms by prefecture,

and dwelling units of new housing construction by prefecture. The results are similar.
13Note that variables that may uniformly affect all prefectures (e.g., call rates, total real GDP,

domestic nonperforming loans) are not included in Zi,t, because those variables are thought not

to change loan allocations across prefectures.
14The sequential causality test is: (1) we estimate γs focusing on a 5-year span of the whole

sample period; (2) we sequentially change the period by one year and estimate γs.
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observed. This result suggests that herding by Japanese banks in local financial

markets tends to occur only between local banks.

4.2 Herding in Urban Prefectures

Next, according to the categorization in Figure 2, we separately investigate bank

herding in (A) urban prefectures (1st—15th) and (C) regional prefectures (31st—

47th). 15

Figure 5 shows herding in urban prefectures. A new finding is that local banks

herded frequently on the behavior of city banks. City banks have weight in lending

in urban prefectures, and have their largest share of loans outstanding there. The

results imply that local banks try to get additional information by observing the

lending behavior of city banks, possibly because city banks are thought to have

valuable information. On the other hand, herding between local banks is not so

persistent as the results in Figure 4. In urban prefectures, local banks might not

have to follow each other, possibly because of the existence of city banks.

For the Japanese economy, one more interesting finding is herding by city banks

on the behavior of regional banks in the late 1980s, the period of the asset-price

bubble. This implies that herding by city banks in urban prefectures might have

amplified the macroeconomic fluctuation. 16

4.3 Herding in Regional Prefectures

Figure 6 displays results of bank herding in regional prefectures. These results are

in contrast those of urban prefectures. Local banks herded on the behavior of each

other, while city banks had no persistent relationships with local banks. In addition,

their herding is observed more frequently than in urban prefectures.

This may be the result of city banks having a negligible loan share in regional

prefectures. Commonly, city banks seem to have a greatest ability to gather in-

formation and lead other banks. By looking at the negligible loan share, however,

local banks might think that city banks have little information about regional bor-

rowers. Instead, local banks herded on the behavior of each other, as they had a

large share in regional prefectures. This feature suggests that the size of loans can

15We could not find clear evidence when using the data of (B) medium-sized prefectures, possibly

because the results of urban and regional prefectures are mixed. We therefore omit the results.
16This result is consistent with Uchida and Nakagawa [34].
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be taken as a better signal of the degree of an agent ’s information gathering and

becomes the more important factor to determine the direction of bank herding than

can the size of the bank itself. In addition, this result emphasizes that, in Japan,

local banks have important roles in local economies even though their nationwide

shares of loans are marginal.

In this section, we find that herding by Japanese banks has been frequent and

has caused inefficiency in the Japanese financial markets. In particular, local banks

frequently followed herd behavior in that they followed those that had a large share

in a local financial market, such as city banks in urban prefectures and other local

banks in regional prefectures. In addition, herding is frequent in regional prefec-

tures. On the other hand, massive herding by city banks was observed in urban

prefectures in the late 1980s, the period of the asset-price bubble in Japan.

5 Robustness Check

In previous sections, we examined bank herding in lending in a local financial market

by using the loan ratio by prefecture as a loan variable in the estimation. Next, we

check the robustness of our results by using the data of the growth rate of loans

outstanding in the prefecture.

Figure 7 shows the results of herding in urban prefectures. Because loan data are

differenced, significant evidence for herding tends to be less observed. However, we

confirm herding by local banks on the behavior of city banks, as shown in Figure 5.

Herding by city banks in the late 1980s in urban prefectures is also found.

Figure 8 reports the results of herding in regional prefectures. We confirm the

same results as those in Figure 6. City banks had no relationships with local banks.

Local banks herded on the behavior of each other consistently.

These results confirm the robustness of the previous results.

6 Herding in Adjacent Prefectures

Previously we categorized loan data in terms of the economic size of the prefecture

and found characteristics of bank herding in similar-sized local financial markets.

The purpose was to capture differences in bank herding in urban and regional cities.

At that time, we were not concerned about whether or not those prefectures were

adjacent to each other.
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Finally, we take data from geographically adjacent prefectures and examine the

features of bank herding in adjacent cities, including urban and regional prefectures

together. City banks are different from local banks in that they often make loans

not only inside an urban prefecture that they dominate, but also in surrounding

regional prefectures. Naturally, it is possible that their lending behavior affect local

banks not only in the urban prefecture, but also in the regional prefectures in the

same manner. For example, if city banks lead local banks in an urban prefecture,

they may lead local banks in surrounding regional prefectures as well, irrespective

of whether or not city banks have a large loan share there. If so, there can be bank

herding that we failed to capture in the previous categorization of the data. Here

we focus on the Tokyo region—the largest economic area of Japan—and try the same

tests by using the loan data of the region. 17

Figure 9 shows the results of the analysis. It is interesting that leader-follower

relationships are found not only between local banks, but also between city banks

and local banks. The evidence for herding by local banks is similar to that in

the analysis of urban prefectures. This result indicates the possibility that local

banks tend to follow city banks even in regional prefectures, if they are near urban

prefectures where city banks lead local banks. This also provides a theoretical

suggestion that the geographical distance between two agents is an important factor

to characterize their herding behavior.

7 Conclusion

We have investigated herd behavior by Japanese banks in local financial markets.

Herding is rational behavior to discover unobservable information by referring to

other agents. In Japan, it has been often discussed that Japanese banks have

engaged in herding behavior, while very few papers empirically investigated the

existence of herding. We have tested the existence of leader-follower relationships

between the behavior of different types of Japanese banks in local financial markets,

by estimating a loan equation in which the loan variable of a bank type is regressed

not only on macroeconomic variables, but also on the loan variables of other types.

Our results indicated that Japanese banks have been frequently following herd

behavior in local financial markets. In particular, local banks (regional, second-

tier regional, and shinkin banks) herd in that they follow those that have a large

17The Tokyo region includes Tokyo, Ibaraki, Tochigi, Gunma, Saitama, Chiba, and Kanagawa.
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share in a local financial market, in other words, major banks (city banks) in urban

cities and other local banks in regional cities. In addition, herding is observed

more frequently in regional cities than in urban cities. On the other hand, massive

herding by major banks was observed in urban cities in the late 1980s, the period

of the asset-price bubble in Japan. Our results are robust if we focus on the growth

rate of loans outstanding by city.

These results implied that inefficiency in the Japanese loan market has been

partly caused by bank herding, and that herding had a potential to amplify macroe-

conomic fluctuations in Japan.

Several potential studies remain, depending upon data availability. First, our

loan data are aggregated by bank type. If we examine whether empirical findings

are consistent with a certain theory of rational herding, we should analyze panel

data of individual Japanese banks and clarify the lending behavior of each bank.

Second, we focus on the loans outstanding by prefecture and examine the lending

behavior of banks in the prefecture. Herding seems to appear when banks make

loans to a specific firm. If so, we should focus on loans outstanding of each bank to

individual borrowers.

Data Appendix

The original sources of our data that are categorized by prefecture are shown below.

1. Bank Loan:

Data of loans outstanding from Japanese banks of different types are gathered

from the Financial Journal Monthly (Gekkan Kin-yu Journal in Japanese)

published by the Japan Financial News Co., Ltd. Some of data have structural

shifts because of bank mergers in 1984 and bankruptcy in 1998. They are

controlled for with dummy variables of both years.

2. Nominal GDP:

Data of nominal GDPs by industry are available from the Annual Report on

National Accounts published by the Cabinet Office of Japan. Necessary data

are scattered in different versions, and then data during 1970 — 1974, 1975 —

1988, 1989, and 1990 — 2003 are gathered from Report 1981, 1991, 1996, and

2007, respectively.

13



3. Land Value:

Data of land values are available from“ Average Value of Publicly Assessed

Land” prepared by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and

Tourism of Japan. These data only show average land prices by prefecture.

So, the total land value of a prefecture is calculated by multiplying the average

land price of the prefecture by the area of the prefecture. The domestic total

land value is calculated by summing all total land values of the prefectures.

4. Debt of Bankrupt Firms:

Data of total debts of bankrupt firms are provided by Tokyo Shoko Research,

Ltd.

5. New Housing Construction:

Data about new housing construction are available from“ Dwelling Units of

New Housing Construction”prepared by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Transport, and Tourism of Japan.

In the analysis, we also utilize Nikkei NEEDS Financial Quest and Toyo Keizai

Data Bank in Local Economies to gather data effectively.
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Table 1 Number of banks of different types and their average outstanding of domestic loans
(billion yen)

No. Av. Loans No. Av. Loans No. Av. Loans No. Av. Loans

1975 13 376 64 43 56 23 445 4
1976 13 414 64 48 56 26 443 4
1977 13 449 64 53 56 29 442 4
1978 13 488 64 59 56 33 442 5
1979 13 520 64 64 56 36 442 6
1980 13 560 64 70 56 39 441 6
1981 13 619 64 77 56 43 436 6
1982 13 682 64 85 56 47 434 7
1983 13 759 64 93 56 51 434 8
1984 13 858 64 106 56 52 434 8
1985 13 976 64 112 56 55 434 8
1986 13 1119 64 122 55 58 434 9
1987 13 1264 64 135 55 64 434 10
1988 13 1391 64 153 55 71 434 11
1989 13 1547 64 175 55 81 435 12
1990 12 1778 64 183 55 87 436 14
1991 11 1991 64 191 56 90 440 14
1992 11 2036 64 198 55 93 435 15
1993 11 2023 64 201 55 93 428 15
1994 11 1989 64 205 55 96 421 16
1995 11 1975 64 212 54 98 416 17
1996 10 2152 64 212 53 100 410 17
1997 9 2377 64 216 51 103 401 18
1998 9 2351 64 216 52 101 396 18
1999 9 2397 64 210 51 99 386 18
2000 9 2379 64 212 49 95 371 18
Source: Kin-yu Journal Monthly .
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Figure 1 Lorenz curves of loan distributions by bank type
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Figure 2 Loan shares of bank types in local economies
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Figure 3 Loan shares of LOCAL banks in local economies
(except city banks)
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Figure 4 Herding by Japanese banks in ALL prefectures
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Figure 5 Herding by Japanese banks in URBAN prefectures
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Figure 6 Herding by Japanese banks in REGIONAL prefectures
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Figure 7 Herding by Japanese banks in URBAN prefectures
(Data: Loan growth)
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Note: Details are seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 8 Herding by Japanese banks in REGIONAL prefectures
(Data: Loan growth)
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Figure 9 Herding by Japanese banks in the TOKYO region
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